


Finca La Emperatriz -The Empress’s Estate- is an historic vineyard in Baños de Rioja 
that once belonged to the last Empress of France, Eugenia de Montijo. The wife of 
Napoleon III - the architect of Bordeaux’s classification in Crus - made wines on this 
estate in the 19th century, the quality of which was recognised in the wine competition 
at the Universal Exhibition of 1878.

A unique estate due to its type of soil, very poor with pebbles deposited by the Oja river 
thousands of years ago, and because of its location at an altitude of 570 metres in one 
of the coldest areas of Rioja. In 1996 my family was able to take over this spectacular 
vineyard, and after four years of selling the grapes, my brother Victor and I decided to 
close the cycle by making our own wines.

Since then, our idea has always been to elaborate sublime wines. That’s why we decided 
to follow our own path, which is unusual in Rioja, working entirely with grapes from our 
own vineyards, allowing us to control quality from the very beginning. The year 2016 
was a turning point, with a reduction in the vineyard’s yield and the incorporation of a 
new production hall with concrete vats. In 2019, Finca La Emperatriz was recognised 
as one of the first 84 Viñedos Singulares in the D.O.Ca Rioja, the appellation’s highest 
quality category. 

A path marked by the respect we feel for the countryside, tradition and craftsmanship 
with the sole purpose of recovering the elegance and classicism of fine wines of Rioja Alta 
with great cellaring potential.

      Eduardo Hernáiz



Finca La Emperatriz Tinto

A blend selected from the oldest vines of the estate, recognised as Viñedo Singular. A classical, 
fine and elegant Rioja, with clean and precise aromas and flavours.

 • Average age of the vineyard: 60 years old.

 • Ageing: 16-20 months in barrels.

 • Total production: between 40,000 and 50,000 bottles.

 • Varietals: 70% Tempranillo, 25% Garnacha and 5% Viura, which may vary depending 
on the vintage.

Finca La Emperatriz Blanco

Made with Viura vines over 60 years old from the estate’s Viñedo Singular. The oak, perfectly 
integrated, accompanies an expressive wine, with great freshness and a long and persistent 
finish, with a nod to traditional aged Rioja whites.

 • Average age of the vineyard: 60 years old.

 • Ageing: 10-12 months in barrels and one year in concrete vats.

 • Total production: between 16,000 and 20,000 bottles.

 • Varietals: Viura.

FINCA LA EMPERATRIZ
TOP WINE OF THE PROPERTY

A naked, pure and direct expression of the estate’s terroir, with the hallmarks of fine 
wines suitable for ageing that turn into freshness and elegance over the years.

The pampered elaboration includes manual harvest in boxes, sorting table and 
fermentation in concrete vats.  
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  Viñedo Singular
 El Jardín de La Emperatriz

T Tempranillo
G Garnacha
V Viura
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GR Gracian0

 Bush wines
     Trellised vineyard
           Not yet planted

FINCA LA EMPERATRIZ VIÑEDO SINGULAR

This is the highest quality category of the D.O.Ca Rioja, which recognises the uniqueness 
of a vineyard which, due to its characteristics, is different and distinct from those of its 
surroundings, and from which wines with exceptional qualities are obtained.

Finca La Emperatriz’s Viñedo Singular is made up of over 30 hectares of Tempranillo, 
Garnacha and Viura, planted in bush vines with an average age of over 60 years. Located 
in the north-west of Rioja and on an alluvial terrace of the Oja river, it is an impressive 
terroir with a layer of large white pebbles to a depth of about 40 cm, covering a loose, 
sandy sub-soil. It is a characteristic terroir for its contribution to the elegance of the 
wines, providing the vineyard with good drainage, adequate lighting of the clusters, 
good root arrangement and a limited supply of nutrients.

The vineyard is worked with a philosophy of deep respect to the environment. Therefore, 
a responsible and sustainable agricultural activity is developed throughout the estate, 
in which the use of insecticides has been replaced by pheromones, and herbicides have 
been eliminated leaving a green cover. In addition, the leftovers of annual pruning are 
used as fertilizer and, when necessary, treatments recommended for organic farming are 
used. Following a path with a firm commitment to take care of the environment and the 
ecosystem for future generations; and the aim of achieving the official organic viticulture 
certification.

All these facts make Finca La Emperatriz an ideal Viñedo Singular for the production 
of top wines with a long and precious aging potential, being the origin of our Finca La 
Emperatriz Blanco y Tinto.





El Jardín de La Emperatriz Tinto

Blend plays the lead in a serious, clean and classic profile red with good entry and very fine 
tannins.

 • Average age of  the vineyard: 25 years old.

 • Ageing: 12 months in barrels.

 • Total production: between 150,000 and 250,000 bottles.

 • Varietals: 90% Tempranillo, and the rest of  the blend is made with Garnacha, Graciano, 
Viura and Maturana Tinta.

El Jardín de La Emperatriz Blanco

A balanced white, with freshness, persistence and a delicate touch.

 • Average age of  the vineyard: 30 years old.

 • Total production: between 40,000 and 60,000 bottles.

 • Varietals: Viura.

EL JARDÍN DE LA EMPERATRIZ
SECOND WINE OF THE PROPERTY

A statement with all the length, tension and subtlety typical of the estate, which does not 
require long aging periods to show its vivacity and delicious fruitiness.





Finca Viña La Emperatriz s/n, 
26241 Baños de Rioja, La Rioja (Spain)

 Tel. +34 941 300 105

correo@hermanoshernaiz.com  
www.hermanoshernaiz.com


